STYLE GUIDE – CORRECTIVE EYEGLASSES
This document is intended to give you the guidance you need to create effective, accurate product detail pages and maximize
your business. A product detail page shows information about the product- including title, bullet points, product description
and images. This data is crucial to ensure that customers will be able to find and purchase your products. Providing a consistent
format for your listings will better inform customers and enhance the discoverability of your products.
In addition to using this document, we encourage you take advantage of the information available in our ‘Help pages’.
A. Title Guidelines: Your product title is the first thing customers see when visiting your detail page and is vital in helping
customers to find your products when they visit Amazon.in or search online. The title should be constructed in the
following manner and contain only the below attributes:
For the Parent of Variation Products
Recommended Format for Non-Comb [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex
Baby]
[Brand Name] + [Department Name] + [Item Shape] + [Frame Type] + [Item Type Name]
Examples [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex Baby]
1. Peter Jones Men Rectangle Rimless Reading Glasses
2. Specsmakers Women Full Rim Cat-Eye Reading Glasses
Recommended Format for Comb [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex
Baby]
[Brand Name] + [Department Name] + [Item Shape] + [Frame Type] + [Item Type Name] + “Pack of” [Number of Items]
Examples [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex Baby]
1. Peter Jones Men Rectangle Rimless Reading Glasses, Pack of 5
2. Specsmakers Women Full Rim Cat-Eye Reading Glasses, Pack of 2

For Standalone or Child products
Recommended Format for Non-Comb [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex
Baby]
[Brand Name] + [Department Name] + [Item Shape] + [Frame Type] + [Item Type Name] + [Color Map] + “Power”
[Magnification Strength]
Examples [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex Baby]
1. Peter Jones Men Rectangle Rimless Reading Glasses brown, Power 2.5
2. Specsmakers Women Full Rim Cat-Eye Reading Glasses, Power 2.25
Recommended Format for Comb [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex
Baby]
[Brand Name] + [Department Name] + [Item Shape] + [Frame Type] + [Item Type Name] + [Color Map] + “Power”
[Magnification Strength] + “Pack of” [Number of Items]
Examples [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex Baby]
1. Peter Jones Men Rectangle Rimless Reading Glasses brown, Power 2.5, Pack of 5
2. Specsmakers Women Full Rim Cat-Eye Reading Glasses, Power 2.25, Pack of 2

What to Do

What Not to Do

Capitalize the first letter of each word. Ex: Peter Jones Men Rectangle
Rimless Reading Glasses

Do not use all capital letters Peter Jones MEN RECTANGLE RIMLESS
READING GLASSES

Title length should be less than 200 characters

Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer', 'free'

Use numerals instead of text ("Pack of 2" instead of "Pack of Two")

Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information

B. Bullet Point Guidelines: Bullet points specify details of your product and can influence the customer purchase decision.
The bullet points should be constructed in the following manner and contain only the below attributes:
Recommended Format [Men, Women, Unisex Adult, Girls, Boys, Unisex Child, Baby Girls, Baby Boys, Unisex Baby]:
 Bullet Point 1 - Power [Magnification Strength], Lens Coating: [lens Coating Description1], [lens Coating Description2],
[lens Coating Description3], [lens Coating Description4]
 Bullet Point 2 - Frame Color: Frame Color], Frame type: [Frame Type], Lens type: [Lens Type], Frame material: [Frame
Material Type], Lens Material: Lens Material Type
 Bullet Point 3 - Size: "Lens Width:" + [lens Width] + "mm" + "Bridge Width:" [Bridge Width] + "mm" + "Arm length:"
[Arm Length] + "mm"
 Bullet Point 4 - Warranty: [Warranty Type] + [Warranty Description]
 Bullet Point 5 - Model: [Model Name] + Part number: [Part Number] + Case: [Case Type]
Example :

Power 2.5; Lens Coating: Anti Glare/Bluelight blocking, UV Protection

Frame Color: Tortoise Grey; Frame Type: Full rim, Lens Type: Acrylic; Frame Material: Metal, Lens Material: Glass

Size: Lens Width: 58mm, Bridge Width: 14mm, Temple Length: 135mm

Warranty Type: Manufacturer, Warranty Description: 1 year Manufacturer Warranty

Model: RB3025, Part number: RB3025L0205, Case: Soft plastic

Size Name Recommendation
Power: [Magnification
Strength]
Ex: Power: 2.5

WHAT TO DO
Begin each bullet point with a capital letter. Ex Size: Lens Width: 58mm,
Bridge Width: 14mm, Temple Length: 135mm

WHAT NOT TO DO
Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer' or 'free'
Do not include irrelevant keywords like 'designer', 'bollywood', 'latest'
Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information
Do not use end punctuations like full stop (.) or exclamation mark (!)

C. Product Description Guidelines: This section is an opportunity to sell or promote your product & brand. An accurate and
consistent description of an item enables a customer to gain insight into a product and improves the overall shopping
experience. Please ensure the following flow of information is used for product descriptions:
Recommended Format:
Available at Amazon, [Brand Name]'s [Item Shape] [RBN] with power of [Magnification Strength] are well suited for your
spectacle needs.
Example: Available at Amazon, Peter Jones's Rectangle Reading Glasses with power of 2.5 are well suited for your spectacle
needs.

WHAT TO DO

WHAT NOT TO DO

Include brand name and 'Amazon' name to enable search engine
optimization

Do not include promotional messages such as 'sale, 'price', 'offer' or 'free'

Include product specific information like, material type, patter type etc.

Do not include irrelevant keywords like 'designer', 'bollywood', 'latest'

Provide styling tips that enable customers to make purchase decision

Do not use email Id's, URL's, external links, symbols or seller information
Do not exceed 2000 characters in length

D. Image Guidelines:
Product images are displayed on the search page and the product detail page. A professional image helps customers
discover your product and can drive traffic to your product listings. Show customers what they will receive in their
shipment (and only what they will receive). Make it easy for them to identify your product with a clear, high-quality image
displaying exactly what you're offering.
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1.

WHAT TO DO
1

Eyewear kept at diagonal– Main Image

2

Eyewear kept straight front– PT01

Mandatory



The product should occupy 90% of the image area
The background must be 100% white with RGB value 255,255,255
Images must be with a resolution of 1000 DPI to allow the zoom function to be enabled
Each product must compulsorily have minimum 5 images– front shot with glasses kept at an angle (. MAIN), front shot
with glasses kept straight (. PT01), side horizontal shot (.PT02), shot of glasses with cases (.PT03) and Model wearing
eyewear with front face profile (.PT04). (Refer to section: WHAT TO DO for more details)
For model shot (.PT04), please include only front face profile i.e. above neck with both ears visible. Please note that this
cannot be the main image (.MAIN).
Close up shot of eyewear if they have additional features like ‘foldable’ is optional (.PT05)
360 degree video of the sunglasses with commentary on features (UV Protection, Polarization etc), suitable for (men,
women, kids), color of lens, color of frame is optional. (.PT06)
For multipacks, MAIN image to have image of all sunglasses/frames, followed by front, back, side and detail shot image
for each product in the pack (Refer to section: WHAT TO DO for MULTIPACK)
Include only what the customer will receive in the main image; no accessories like wallets, watches – unless they are
accompanied with the product (Refer to section: WHAT NOT TO DO for more details)
Celebrity images are NOT allowed unless you have a legal contract with the celebrity to use their images on an
ecommerce market place. (Refer to section: WHAT NOT TO DO for more details)
The product image must be free of text, logos, watermarks or any additional inserted image. Graphics, illustrations,
mockups or placeholders aren’t allowed. (Refer to section 3: WHAT NOT TO DO for more details)

Mandatory






4

Model Face Shot – PT04

6

Recommended but not
Mandatory

7

Close up of special features. Eg: Clip-on

Recommended but not
Mandatory
Close-up of special features Eg: Clip-on 2

6

Recommended but not
Mandatory

Mandatory

5

Mandatory

Eyewear shot at side horizontal – PT02

Mandatory

3

Eyewear with case & other accessories
(cleaning cloth, chain etc) – PT03

Close up of special features. Eg: Foldable

WHAT TO DO for Multipack
First Image – Multipack

Mandatory

1

2

Second Image – Multipack

Mandatory

1.

1. WHAT NOT TO DO:

Non-white background is not allowed

First Image of product should not
have accessories

Model shot in first image is not
allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Tags are not allowed in the image

Shots with Reflection on lenses is not
allowed

Shots with reflection on lenses is not
allowed

Non-white background is not allowed

First Image of product should not
have accessories

Model shot in first image is not
allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Celebrity image is not allowed

Tags are not allowed in the image

Shots with Reflection on lenses is not
allowed

Shots with reflection on lenses is not
allowed

Lifestyle imagery is not allowed. We Multiple shots of single Lens is not Lifestyle imagery is not allowed. We
recommend to keep this in A+ content allowed. We recommend to keep this recommend to keep this in A+ content
in A+ content

Eyewear should not be kept at
irregular angle

Warranty info in product image not
allowed. Please keep this in Bullet
points

Eyewear shot with arms folded not
allowed.

Watermark on the images is not
allowed

